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Abstract
Phase change materials (PCMs) have been widely used in latent heat thermal storage systems for
solar engineering, building materials, heat pumps, spacecraft, and in textile field especially smart
and technical textiles. There are large numbers of organic and inorganic PCMs that possess a wide
range of melting and solidifying temperature which attracts researchers’ attention for their
applications in different fields. This review paper summarizes the investigation and analysis of the
available organic and inorganic PCMs, different encapsulating techniques, characterization
techniques, incorporation into fibre and pad application on textiles, simulation and finally their
practical applications in the field of smart textiles.
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1. Introduction of Thermoregulating effect of PCMs
Phase change materials are able to absorb or release large amount of energy in the form of latent
heat (ΔH). The absorbing or releasing of latent heat energy occurs during liquid to solid or solid
to liquid phase transitions in a narrow range of temperature [1-4]. The use of PCMs among various
thermal energy storage systems is highly acceptable because of their high heat of fusion, high
density, and enabling a compact energy storage system at isothermal conditions [5-8].
Thermoregulation is defined by glossary of textile as the ability of textile material to keep constant
temperature under dynamic external environment. Comfort can be categorized as sensorial
comfort, thermal or thermo-physiological comfort, psychological comfort and garment fit [9].
Under normal conditions human body temperature is 37°C, which occasionally goes up to 40°C
during some physical exercises [10]. Human skin remains comfortable at temperature of 33.4°C,

and body senses discomfort when it goes 4.5°C above or below comfort temperature [11]. Clothes
usually prevent the skin’s temperature from abrupt rise or fall from the comfort temperatures [12].
So far comfort and clothing is concerned, physiological, physical and psychological factors affect
the comfort. Moisture buffering and thermal buffering impart complete comfort to body by
providing sensation of cold or heat to the body. Phase change materials (PCMs) exhibit the
property of thermal buffering which can enhance evaporative resistance in certain cases by
reducing buffering of moisture [13].
The significance of smart textiles in textile sector is growing rapidly because of its increase in
demand by society through consumer needs. Smart textiles exhibit its vast applications in textile
sector including different types of clothing, technical textiles, and interior textiles. Among these
three mentioned areas of smart textiles, clothing and technical textiles possess higher usage
percentage [14]. In 1980’s PCMs were used by (NASA) National Aeronautics and Space
Administration USA in smart clothing materials to make thermo-regulated garments for the
protection of apparatus in space to avoid abrupt change in temperature [15-17]. Further this
technology was adapted by many well-known companies like based in Boulder, Colorado and
Outlast technologies who integrated PCMs in textile fibers and applied on textile fabrics via
coating [18].
Initially PCMs were applied on small scale in manufacturing of space craft’s scale and on large
scale in various building parts and sunlight based energy systems for developing heat energy
storage system [19-21]. Both inorganic and organic PCMs are available in large number having
phase transition temperature ranging from -5°C to 190°C [22-25]. To enhance thermal comfort
effect in buildings and textiles organic PCMs having phase transition temperature ranging from
18-65°C are usually applied. N-octadecane an organic PCM having melting point of 28°C is used
for textile application.
PCMs developers claim that PCMs incorporated textiles offer buffering effect under abrupt
weather by maintaining the skin temperature constant and thus providing prolonged comfort to the
consumer [17, 26]. Further they claim that PCMs can minimize the fabric thickness required for
the protection of human body from cold environment. Nowadays PCMs are applied in various
textiles including apparel, bedding, non-woven, and footwear under different trade names

TemperTex™, Outlast™, and ComforTemp®. Viscose and PAN fibres are successfully
incorporated with MPCMs (Micro Phase Change Materials) by Outlast Technologies [27].
2. Working Principle of PCMs
PCMs can store great amount of latent heat energy and release the stored heat energy in a reverse
cooling/crystallization process to the surrounding environment [8]. Organic PCMs namely
paraffins are able to absorb round about 200 J/g of latent heat during its phase transition which is
released to surrounding environment during reverse cooling process known as crystallization. The
temperature of PCMs does not change significantly during melting and crystallization process.
PCMs melt by absorbing heat with increase in surrounding temperature and get solidified upon
decrease in temperature of surrounding temperature by releasing the absorbed heat energy to
environment. This phase transition phenomenon of PCMs is shown in Figure 1 where the amount
of latent heat (J/g) is shown by shaded area [8].

Heat of Fusion J/g

Peak melting temperature of PCM

Area under the curve = Latent heat

Temperature (°C)
Start point of PCM melting

End point of PCM melting

Figure 1. Phase transition phenomenon of PCMs

The above phenomenon can be attributed to the breaking of chemical bonding in the molecules of
PCMs with increase in temperature which results in melting of material by storing heat energy,
which is released subsequently with decrease in temperature during reverse cooling (crystallization
process) restoring chemical bond [28].
3. Types of PCMs
Theoretically PCMs are able to exhibit phase change transitions nearly constant temperature and
therefore they have the ability of storing huge amount of heat energy [29]. Currently the number
of known synthetic and natural PCMs is more than 500 and they possess different heat storage
capacities and melting points. Paraffin is the most common among all types of PCMs which can
be easily microencapsulated and then either applied on textiles via coating or incorporated into
fibre [30]. Those PCMs which possess phase transition temperature near to temperature of human
skin are explained below in different sections.
4.1 Inorganic PCMs
Inorganic salts based PCMs having ‘n’ number of water molecules can be used in the development
of thermoregulating textiles which exhibit phase transition temperature ranging from 20 to 40°C.
Among inorganic PCMs sodium sulfate (Na2SO4.10H2O) also known as Glauber’s salt is
convenient and attractive due to chemical and physical properties. Glauber’s salt possesses 32.4°C
melting temperature and latent heat storage capacity of 254 J/g which is very suitable for the
application in textiles [31]. The production of thermal energy in the Glauber’s salt (PCM) based
thermal energy system is attributed to chemical reaction between water solution and decahydrate
crystal [32]. The consumption of hydrated salts in energy storage system based on heat is beneficial
due to their high thermal conductivity and high volumetric storage capacity, and its economical
price in market with respect to paraffin wax. The composition of Glauber’s salt is 56% water and
44% sodium sulfate by weight. Two well-known researchers Biswas [33] and Marks [34] have
thoroughly investigated and studied the composition and thermal properties of Glauber’s salt as
PCM .
4.2 Organic PCMs
The by-product of oil refining system contains long chain hydrocarbons having CnH2n+2 as
generalized formula. These organic PCMs are acceptable for their various applications because
they provide a broad range of melting temperature. Their melting temperature is dependent on the

numeral value of carbon atoms in its chemical structure. Usually they are non-toxic in nature,
economical and their raw material exists in large quantity. Eicosane having 20 carbon atoms and
n-octadecane having 18 carbon atoms are most suitable for the application in textile field due to
their close phase transition temperature with human skin temperature [35]. In case of paraffin wax
the increase in chain length showes direct relationship with increase in melting point which is due
to induced dipole attractions between n-alkane chains, e-g, n-hexadecane exhibit 18°C melting
temperature with 16 carbon atoms while n-eicosane exhibit 36-38°C with 19 carbon atoms. The
latent heat and phase transition/melting temperature of some straight chain hydrocarbons are
discussed in Table 1 [36].
Table 1. Phase transition temperature of linear chain hydrocarbons
Hydrocarbons

No of C atoms

Latent heat (J/g)

Melting temperature (°C)

n-hexadecane

16

235.2

18

n-heptadecane

17

176.4

21.1-22.2

n-octadecane

18

244.8

28-30

n-nonadecane

19

177.6

32

n-eicosane

20

242

36-38

4.2.1

Organic Paraffins

Generally paraffin waxes belong to the most dominant group of carbon containing PCMs. They
are mixtures comprised of n-alkanes having straight-chain with generalized chemical formula of
CH3-(CH2) n-CH3. The detailed reviews of the available heat capacity data of the alkanes was
published by M. Zábransky´ et al. in 1996 and 2001 under IUPAC (International Union of Pure
and Applied Chemistry) supported project [37]. Later on interest in paraffin waxes and their
mixtures shifted to the study of their energy storage purposes. Later the interest in paraffin waxes
and in their mixtures shifted to the study of their properties as candidates for energy storage
purposes. Recently many researchers have comprehensively studied the thermal storage properties
of paraffin waxes for the development of heat storage materials [2]. Most of these studies about
paraffin waxes reveal that they are able to absorb, store and release heat in large quantity for many
cycles during their phase transitions between solid-liquid and liquid-solid. They exhibit extremely
high latent heat storage capacities of paraffin waxes i-e, between 200 kJ kg−1 and 250 kJ kg−1, and
thermal stability up to 250°C. They also exhibit no phase segregation during repetitive phase

transitions, noncorrosive, chemically inert, long lasting, easily available, inexpensive, nontoxic
and ecologically harmless. Owing to these exceptional properties, organic paraffin alone and its
various mixtures have been extensively preferred candidates for heat storage applications on
commercial scale [38-41].
4.2.2

Polyethylene glycols (PEGs)

Poly(ethylene glycol)s (PEGs), also known as poly(oxyethylene) is used as PCMs in textile
applications. They are composed of linear oxyethylene (-O-CH2-CH2-) having ending groups of
hydroxyl (-OH). There is directly proportional relationship of PEG melting point to its molecular
weight, the increase in molecular weight results in increase of melting point. Differential scanning
calorimetry DSC analysis can be used to determine the phase change temperature of PEG [42].
PEG-1000 exhibits phase transition temperature of 35°C while PEG-20,000 has 63°C of phase
transition temperature [43, 44]. They exhibit dual feature of being soluble in water and organic
solvents. Many researchers have investigated PEGs as PCMs in a variety of thermal storage
applications due to their desirable characteristics, acceptable melting temperature intervals, high
heat of fusion, low vapor pressure when melted, stability in thermal and chemical environments,
biodegradable, nonflammable, noncorrosive, nontoxic, and reasonable prices [11, 45-49].
4.2.3

Animals and plant based fatty acids and their derivatives

Mixtures of fatty acids can be obtained by hydrolysis of plant and animal based fats and oils. The
hydrolyzed fats and oils are purified and then separated. Fatty acids are known to be renewable
source and exhibit comparable properties to synthetic paraffin waxes in PCMs applications [50].
They exhibit the capability to withstand thousands of freezing and melting cycles without thermal
degradation. Moreover they possess melting congruency, non-toxicity, good chemical and thermal
stability, biodegradability and acceptable melting temperature range for various thermal storage
applications [51-53]. Fatty acids, some of their derivatives and eutectic mixtures have recently
been investigated as excellent candidates for the development of energy storing composites in
building envelopes and solar energy systems. This is because of their easy soaking into composites
structures and very good physical and thermal properties. Several industries synthesized most of
the fatty acids commercially in large amounts for their applications in cosmetics, textile, plastics
and other industries [51]. D. Feldman et al. extensively investigated fatty acids as PCMs and their
thermal stabilities [54].

Some researchers have tailored the thermal properties of fatty acids by preparing their eutectic
mixtures. The aim of synthesizing eutectic mixtures was to broaden phase transition temperature
[55]. Fatty acids exhibit some undesirable properties like bad odor, high sublimation rate and
corrosivity which was overcome by esterification of fatty acids with alcohols, the esterification
results in fatty acid esters which is rather a new class of PCMs [56].
4.2.4

Polyalcohols and polyalcohol derivatives

PCMs originated from alcohols and its derivatives can also be applied in the field of thermal
regulation. PCMs based on alcohol and amine derivatives exhibit solid–solid phase change from a
low temperature layered or chained (monoclinic, etc.) to a homogeneous high temperature face
centered cubic crystals (FCC) that exhibit high symmetry and great amount of hydrogen bond
energy. They possess solid-solid phase change transitions [57, 58]. They exhibit very small
volumetric change, small erosion to the device, no leakage, long lifespan, and do not have phase
separation problems [59].
4. Microencapsulation of PCMs
The involvement of high temperature and big amount of heat in steel, sports and glass factories
has always been a challenge to thermal management solution [60]. Researchers are continuously
working on the development of intelligent smart textiles to overcome this challengeable problem.
PCMs are capable to sense the stimuli from the environment by storing heat in case of hot
environment and releasing the absorbed heat energy in cold environment [61]. During melting and
crystallization process, PCMs change its phase from liquid to solid and vice versa, hence it cannot
be applied or integrated on textiles without encapsulation. To overcome problem of leakage of
PCMs, it should be microencapsulated or nanoencapsulated for better application and durability
[7]. A method for covering or encapsulating the core/active material such as PCM into a protective
capsule is termed as encapsulation. Nanocapsules have the particle size below 1 µm while
microcapsules exhibit particle size ranging from 1 - 1000 µm [62]. Microencapsulation can be
done by many techniques, for example complex coacervation [63], in-situ polymerization [64],
interfacial polymerization [65] and spray drying [66]. Among all of these techniques in-situ
polymerization is widely adapted due to the formation of strong capsule suitable for use in textiles
and also rapid wall formation [7, 67]. Melamine formaldehyde shell based PCMs containing neicosane as active core material were synthesized by Shin et al [68] through in-situ polymerization.

The latent heat storage capacity of microencapsulated phase change materials (MPCMs) having
particle size of 1.89 µm was observed to be 134 J/g. After application thermo-regulating textiles
exhibit the maximum latent heat of 4.44 J/g. Sarier et al [2] encapsulated different organic paraffin
including n-octadecane, n-eicosane and n-hexadecane as core materials and urea formaldehyde as
shell material. They have determined 69.1 µm as mean particle size of microcapsules to be having
latent heat storage capacity of 51.8-54.9 J/g. Soon after that Fang et al [69] synthesized MPCMs
utilizing paraffin as active/core material and silicone dioxide as encapsulating shell via Sol-Gel
method. The latent heat storage capacity of microencapsulated paraffin was determined by
Differential Scanning Calorimetry (DSC) to be 165.68 J/g. N-hexadecane was encapsulated by Li
et al [70] by utilizing urea formaldehyde (UF) as an encapsulating covering material. Effect of
surfactant on nanoencapsulation process was also studied by Li et al [70] and nanocapsules of
average diameter of 270 nm were obtained. They have concluded that particle size of nanocapsules
have inverse relationship with the amount of surfactant, particle size decreases with increase in the
amount of surfactant, influencing wall thickness of particles (PCM). The particles possess latent
heat storage capacity in the range of 114 J/g-143 J/g.
Then Salaun et al [71] synthesized microcapsules utilizing organic paraffin as an active core
material with their binary mixtures and melamine formaldehyde as encapsulating shell material.
Tetra ethyl ortho-silicate 4% wt. was added to improve latent heat storage capacity of PCMs.
However, Sanchez et al [72] prepared microcapsules using paraffin wax from C19 to C27 received
commercially as PCM and polystyrene as encapsulating shell. Phase transition temperature of
MPCMs was observed in the range of 40°C - 45°C. Later on they coated 100% cotton fabric by
utilizing synthesized MPCMs consuming various commercially available binders to characterise
the thermo-regulating effect of fabric. The coated fabric showed 7.6 J/g of latent heat storage
capacity containing 35% wt. of MPCM.
Nowadays researchers have paid much attention towards nanoencapsulation due to small particle
size with improved surface properties after their application on textile material for thermoregulating effect [62]. Sari et al [41] prepared nanocapsules utilizing PMMA (polymethyl
methacrylate) as encapsulating covering material and n-octacosane as active core material. The
synthesized nanocapsules possess average diameter of 0.25 µm with 50.6 °C as phase change
temperature and latent heat capacity of 86.4 J/g. Kwon et al [73] in 2010 prepared NPCM

(nanoencapsulated PCM) with much smaller particle size having 100 nm average diameter. Later
on they encapsulated n-octadecane as PCM with two different covering materials i-e, polystyrene
and PMMA. The PMMA based nanocapsules possess latent heat storage capacity of 120 J/g while
polystyrene based nanocapsules exhibit 114 J/g latent heat. Black et al [74] developed nhexadecane PCM based nanocapsules and PMMA as covering material possessing particle size
ranging from 100 nm to 280 nm. Another scientists group, Alay et al [75] also worked on
nanocapsules containing n-hexadecane as core material and PMMA shell having latent heat
storage capacity of 148 J/g at temperature of 17.23 °C and 260 nm average diameter. Moreover
they added the synthesized nanocapsules to electrospun PAN (polyacrylonitrile) fibre and
determined 36.80 J/g fusion heat of PCM incorporated fibre.
Another approach was carried out by Karthikeyan et al [76] for the synthesis of NPCM having
average particle size of 256 nm through in-situ polymerization technique by utilizing paraffin wax
as PCM and urea formaldehyde (UF) as an encapsulating shell material. These prepared
nanocapsules were applied on cotton fabric in combination with binder following pad-dry-cure
method. The recipe containing 20% nanocapsules on the weight of binder provides latent heat
storage capacity of 15.2 J/g while the recipe consist of 40% nanocapsules exhibit 19.1 J/g of latent
heat.
5.1 Basic Principle of Microencapsulation
The synthesis process of polymeric particles having average diameter in the range of nano to milli
meters is called microencapsulation. Generally this process is comprised of two main
morphologies named as microspheres and microencapsulation. In the process of microsphere the
core material is surrounded by polymer network while in microencapsulation the core material is
surrounded by a protective polymeric encapsulating shell forming a reservoir structure. Green and
Schleicher used microencapsulation technique for the first time in 1950s for copying carbonless
paper [77]. Textile researchers adapted microencapsulation techniques in lab scale in 1990’s and
then applied to industrial scale for the development of value added textiles [18].
Literature and patents reported many methods of microencapsulation but all techniques follow the
same basic principle which is enclosing the core/active material, formation, and then hardening of
nano or micro capsules. There are three main groups of microencapsulation techniques:
 Mechanical techniques;

 Physico-chemical techniques; and
 Chemical techniques.
Usually microencapsulation technique is adapted, depending upon the chemical nature of shell
material, cost of processing, required capsule size and the use of solvents. Using physical methods,
capsules having particle size of 100 µm or greater can be produced but this particle size capsules
are not acceptable for textile applications. The capsules having particle size between 20 µm to 40
µm are acceptable for textile applications [78]. Moreover smaller size capsules having particle size
ranging from 1 µm - 10 µm are preferred for incorporation into different textile fibres. Then Colvin
reported that around 1 µm or even less particle size capsules are capable for incorporation into
fibre while the capsules having around 100 µm particle size are feasible for application on textiles
in the form of foam and coating [79, 80].
The most suitable techniques among chemical methods are interfacial polymerization, suspension
polymerization, and in-situ polymerization while in physico-chemical methods complex or simple
coacervation techniques are adapted [66, 81-83]. Generally in all these techniques,
microencapsulation comprised of two steps as follows:
Step I: emulsification, which affects the particle size and its size distribution. Stirring speed,
interfacial tension, volumetric ratio and chemistry of the two phases can influence the
emulsification step.
Step II: capsule formation. The type and amount of surfactant can greatly affect capsule formation,
the emulsion dispersion stability and the microcapsule particle size. The reaction or crosslinking
ability of monomer or prepolymer governs the formation of capsule particle [84-87].
5.2 Methods of Microencapsulation
Many researchers have studied the encapsulating shell material for enhancing thermal and shear
stability of capsules and protection of core PCM. Polyurea shells are obtained by interfacial
polymerization while applying suspension or emulsion polymerization styrene and PMMA styrene
shells can be achieved. Melamine derivative based microcapsule walls can be synthesized using
in-situ polymerization technique. In recent years a novel method called Sol-Gel has been widely
adapted for silica shell development. Some chemical encapsulation methods are discussed below
in detail [88].

5.2.1

Phase coacervation technique

The oldest technique of microencapsulation is phase coacervation which is comprised of two types;
the first type is simple coacervation and second type is complex coacervation. Generally one
colloidal solute is added to aqueous solution containing polymer using simple coacervation
technique; while two colloids having opposite charges are added to a polymeric solution in
complex coacervation [88].

Formation of immiscible
chemical phases

Depositing the liquid
polymer coating on
core material

Rigidizing of coating

Figure 2: Different stages of coacervation technique for microencapsulation[88].
It has been illustrated in Figure 2 that two different immiscible materials, one is coating and the
other is core are added to an aqueous phase to make a dispersion. Coating material usually deposits
on the surface of core material and becomes hard by chemical or thermal cross linking resulting in
solid capsules when the total free energy of the system is decreased. Uddin et al [63] used the
simple coacervation technique for encapsulating paraffin wax. They have investigated the heat
storage performance of synthesized MPCM after repeated operations and also calculated their
latent heat storage capacity to be 56-58 J/g.
Arabic gum/gelatin [81] or chitosan/silk fibroin [89] are two oppositely charged polyelectrolytes
used in complex coacervation technique. These two electrolytes become oppositely charged in

acidic condition forming liquid complex coacervate which ultimately accumulates on the core
materials resulting into primary shell of the capsule. Then the reaction system is allowed to be
cooled down followed by addition of formaldehyde to improve cross linking between adjacent
chains. Finally to get hardened capsules the pH of the system is adjusted in the range of 9-11.
Later on Onder et al [90] by applying complex coacervation technique synthesized microcapsules
consuming gum arabic/gelatin and three different types of paraffin waxes. The enthalpy of noctadecane and n-hexadecane was observed to be 165.8 J/g and 144.7 J/g respectively.
5.2.2

In-situ polymerization

The in-situ polymerization is usually practiced for the synthesis of microcapsules having melamine
formaldehyde (MF) and urea formaldehyde (UF) as shell material. MF and UF capsules are
selected because of their exceptional thermal and shear stability during use. Their high reactivity
is advantageous due to their short microencapsulation process and high content of loading.
Polycondensation process of MF microencapsulation is dependent on the present resinous
prepolymer in the interface and their surface activity [91]. Detailed mechanism of reaction is
explained in Figure 3.
Figure 4 illustrates three steps encapsulation process using in-situ polymerization technique. In
first step oil in water emulsion is prepared by dispersing melted PCM in aqueous continuous phase
with addition of suitable surfactant under high speed stirrer. Second step is the preparation of
prepolymer by dissolving melamine-formaldehyde (MF) in aqueous phase using magnetic stirrer
at 50-60°C temperature. The third and last step is the addition of MF prepolymer drop-wise into
the emulsion prepared in first step to achieve the PCM encapsulated under continuous stirring. The
polymerization reaction continues for approximately 3 hours in acidic environment at 80°C to
finish the reaction of polycondensation. Finally the suspension containing synthesized
microcapsules is filtered, washed and dried in oven to achieve the desired powder form of
microencapsulated PCM.

-H2O

Condensation

Figure 3. Condensation reaction of melamine formaldehyde (MF)

MF prepolymer
Aqueous phase containing surfactant

Organic PCM

30 min at 50-60 °C
Oil in water emulsion

Induction of polycondensation
by rising temperature to 70-80 °C

Polycondensation
reaction
1-3 hours

Post processing

Figure 4. The schematic representation of encapsulation process using in-situ polymerization

Literature reports that microencapsulation using melamine formaldehyde (MF) undergoes three
consecutive steps [92]. Under acidic condition the MF prepolymer is activated due to protonation,
results in decrease in the number of hydroxyl groups with increase in the number of ether linkages.
The solubility of prepolymer decreases because of decrease in the number of hydroxyl groups,
which ultimately separates the concentrated active prepolymer from the continuous phase. During
the next step resin based prepolymer forms primary wall around the wetted core material droplets.
The resin concentration on the surface of wall is improved due to the increased
hydrophilic/lipophilic interactions. The condensation of resin near about the boundary phase
proceeds quicker with respect to volume phase, forming resilient and strong wall. The capsules
can be achieved in the form of powder at this stage but the wall of the capsule has not yet achieved
mechanical or thermal stability and will rupture during subsequent drying or curing. Thermal and
mechanical stable capsules having active core PCM can be achieved at the last step that is
Polycondensation reaction at the interface.
The capsule shells prepared from MF possess better thermal as well as mechanical stability than
those synthesized from other polymers [93]. Presence of free-formaldehyde is a major
disadvantage of this technique. Free-formaldehyde may cause serious environmental and health
problems. Li et al [94] tried to solve this problem for this purpose and they increased the
concentration of melamine and urea three times that of formaldehyde during the synthesis of
prepolymer. The addition of ammonia after the synthesis to the MPCM was suggested by Sumiga
et al [91] which will minimize the content of formaldehyde.
5.2.3

Emulsion and solvent evaporation technique

The technique of solvent evaporation is adapted by the pharmaceutical industry for the preparation
of capsules. For encapsulation using solvent evaporation technique different methods have been
used and the option of method is dependent upon the hydrophobicity/hydrophilicity of active core
material to be encapsulated [95]. The generalized solvent evaporation technique consists of four
steps:
Step I: Dissolving or dispersing the core material in the organic solvent containing the polymer;
Step II: Emulsifying dispersed phase (Step I) in an aqueous phase called continuous phase;

Step III: Removal of the solvent from dispersion using the method of solvent evaporation
resulting the droplets of dispersion to solid particles; and
Step IV: The conversion of solid capsules into powder form using post processing.
Although the aqueous phase is avoided for extremely hydrophilic compounds because of the
expected loss of active components, and for this polymer or solvent dispersion of solid compounds
is prepared [96]. An initiator is used to precede this addition polymerization reaction. Figure 5
shows the schematic diagram of solvent evaporation technique for synthesis of microcapsules [97].
It shows that the dispersion of the active component to be encapsulated is prepared using organic
based solvent with the help of ultrasonic homogeniser and simultaneously the prepolymer is
dissolved in another solvent system, then dispersion together with prepolymer solution are mixed
in the flask. In this stage, chemicals needed for the initiation of the reaction are mixed in the
reaction flask. Gradual increase in temperature results in the solvent to evaporate from the flask
and promotes the conversion of the droplets into solid capsules. To get powder form of capsules
the mixture is filtered, then residue is washed, and dried in oven at 50-60°C.
Solvent plays very important role in this technique, the selected solvent must exhibit the below
mentioned properties:
 can easily dissolve polymer;
 highly volatile;
 low boiling point; and
 less or even no toxic in nature.
By synthesizing capsules using this technique, mostly chloroform was used as solvent before but
now has replaced by dichloromethane because of its less toxicity. Dichloromethane exhibits high
volatility, immiscibility in water with low boiling point [96, 98, 99].

Droplet formation

Dispersion of core compound

Initiator

70-80 °C

Solvent evaporation

Microcapsules post processing

Figure 5. Emulsion/Solvent evaporation technique [97].
5. Textiles Containing Microencapsulated Phase Change Materials
Thermo-regulating textiles containing MPCM can be produced by five different methods. The first
method namely composite spinning is mixing of PCM directly with solvent spun/melt spun
polymers in the form of core filament producing structure like sea-island [100]. The second
technique is called hollow fibre spinning method which is filling of a hollow fibre with PCM to

make thermo-regulating textile [101]. In the third method either solvent spun or melt spun
filaments/fibres are integrated with encapsulated phase change materials. This method produces
thermally and chemically stable PCM integrated textiles [102]. Fourth technique is the MPCM
application on fabrics using pad-dry-cure or coating MPCM paste containing suitable binder and
other auxiliaries. Binder addition ensures attachment of capsules with fabric. Polymer matrix are
applied on textiles using different coating processes for example dip coating, transfer coating, knife
over the roller, and knife over air [7]. The fifth technique is the application of MPCM in the form
laminate through a process of lamination by inner layer of fabric or thin polymer film to make it
thermo-physiologically comfortable. MPCMs mixed with polyurethane foam are applied to fabrics
using the process of lamination. Generally polyurethane foam having distinctive structure like
honeycomb entraps air in it and makes it insulating material [103].
6.1 Incorporation of MPCM into Fibre
Extensive research was carried out by many scientists to integrate MPCM containing capsules into
synthetic fibres using different techniques. Bryant et al [104] in 1988 successfully integrated
eicosane PCM containing capsules into acrylic and viscose rayon fibre using dry/wet spinning
technique and patented their research work. When these filament yarns were subjected to heat and
cold they gave thermo-regulating effect. Viscose rayon and acrylic incorporated with leak resistant
capsules were successfully marketed by Outlast® Technologies as shown in Figure 6 & 7
respectively.

Figure 6. The viscose fibre with integrated MPCM by Outlast® Technologies [105]

Figure 7. The acrylic fibre with integrated MPCM Outlast® Technologies [105]
Hartman et al [27] in the continuation of his previous work synthesized viscose rayon fibre
incorporated with microencapsulated PCMs and patented in 2010. In the patent it was mentioned
that the latent heat storage capacity was in the range of 1 - 20 J/g which depends upon various
embodiments.
In 2006, Zhang and his research group [106] developed polyacrylonitrile-vinylidene chloride fibre
having flame retardant property using wet spinning technique having organic n-octadecane as
PCM while the encapsulating shell was composed of urea melamine-formaldehyde(MF)
copolymer. They studied the amount of integrated MCPM into the fibre which is in the range of 0
to 40% on the weight of fibre but for convenient spinning process up to 30% MCPM can be added.
The crystallization enthalpy was measured using DSC technique in the temperature range of -20
to 320 °C with 10°C per minute temperature gradient. The experiment was carried out in the
nitrogen atmosphere resulting 30 J/g crystallization enthalpy for 30% MPCM incorporated fibre
while 44 J/g for fibre incorporated with 40% MPCM. The SEM analysis in Figure 8 showed that
the fibres incorporated with MPCM possess more density, cross sectional holes and rough surface
as compared to non-MPCM.

Figure 8. Polyacrylonitrile-vinylidene chloride fibre SEM images [106]
The integration of encapsulated PCMs into melt spinning is difficult and problematic because of
high temperature and pressure. Normally, PCMs undergo thermally induced decomposition as well
as oxidation at such high temperature and pressure. Pressure, temperature, and duration of
exposing time are factors affecting decomposition. During this thermally induced decomposition
process the formation of isomers or lower molecular products occurs which reduces thermoregulating properties as well as disturb the process of melt spinning [107].
M/F capsules possessing good thermal and shear stability were incorporated but the capsule
synthesis process governs several environmental problems. In 2001 Frank and his research group
[108] reported in their patent regarding synthesis of melamine-formaldehyde based capsules via
condensation process. They introduced urea to the reaction flask for scavenging free-formaldehyde
scavenger prior to curing of resin.

Then Li et al [109] developed capsules having melamine-formaldehyde (MF) shell and added
aluminum chloride for the reduction of residual formaldehyde content during the process of
microencapsulation. Bryant [110] in his research paper discussed some issues of filament yarns
incorporated with MPCM synthesized via melt spinning. He suggested that small particle size
capsules ideally less than 10 µm are suitable for filament yarns manufactured by melt spinning.
Hartmann [107] manufactured stabilized PCMs by mixing PCMs with stabilizing agents composed
of antioxidants and thermal stabilizers. He encapsulated PCMs alone into hollow capsules, and
also the mixture of PCM with stabilizers. The stabilizing agents were located at the external cavity
of the capsules while PCM in the internal cavity.
Another patented research work presented by Hartmann et al [111] reported manufacturing process
of concentrated pellets via melt spinning technique, having PCMs either in non-encapsulated form
or microencapsulated form are integrated by the matrix polymer. Generally the composition of
matrix polymer was either one type of thermoplastic polymer or sometimes a mixture of different
thermoplastic polymers. Further they claimed the formation of extrusion products including
monofilament fibre from these concrete pellets along with other thermoplastic polymers.
In 2005, Magill et al [112] developed a fibre composed of multi-components containing PCM as
active core and outer sheath was composed of any elastic or thermoplastic fibre usually nylon,
polyester etc. They concluded multi-components fibre exhibited the latent heat storage capacity in
the range of 6.9 J/g to 8.4 J/g with various proportion of core and sheath yarn.
After 4 years Gao et al [113] in 2009 synthesized PAN (polyacrylonitrile) by melt spinning
technique also having MA (methyl acrylate) copolymer in dope solution. The fibre spinning was
carried out at 200°C with the addition of 5-25% of MPCM. The crystallization enthalpies of
synthesized fibres containing 20% and 25% of MPCM were observed by DSC analysis to be 21
J/g and 25 J/g respectively. Fibres without MPCM are smooth; while those containing MPCM are
coarser, contain defective and micro-porous structure as proved by SEM images in Figure 9.

Figure 9. Polyacrylonitrile/methyl acrylate fibre SEM images [113]
A Swedish scientist Hagstrom [114] in 2010 developed PA6 and PET fibre by using melt spinning
technique composed of n-octadecane as active core material shown in Figure 10. He concluded
that for the development of bi-component fibre, the viscosity of PCM should be modified by
blending it with high-density polyethylene (HDPE) which acts as viscosity modifier and modifies
its viscosity very close to viscosity of sheath material. 70% of PCM is mixed in HDPE by weight
for obtaining high latent heat and suitable viscosity. After extensively studying the literature, the
research gap during the manufacturing of melt spun yarn incorporated with MPCM was found to
be challenging for research scholars due to two main reasons. The first is poor stability of capsules
during melt spinning process and the second is the requirement of capsules with low molecular
size.

Figure 10. Fibre containing PCM in core synthesized by melt spinning[114]
6.2 Application of MPCM through Pad-dry-cure Technique
The technique of coating is witnessing rapid growth especially in textile field for the development
technical and high performance textiles. Usually soil repellent, water repellent, conductive and
insulating textiles etc. are made via coating process. Recently the development of sportswear with
high performance properties like thermal insulation and water proofing has got the researchers’
attention to apply PCMs through coating process. For the development of active smart textiles
coating is not an appealing technique because of the key characteristic of active smart fabric is
breathability. Most of the research scholars employed MPCM onto textile materials by using
coating technique and literature shows very minute research work published regarding application
of MPCM on textile materials via pad-dry-cure method.
Shin with his research group [68] in 2005 synthesized capsules having eicosane as PCM and
melamine-formaldehyde as shell by employing the process of in-situ polymerization. Then they
applied these capsules on polyester fabric having knitted structure using pad-dry-cure method.
Polyurethane binder was used to bind MPCMs with fabric and different amounts of MPCM were
added on weight paste. The two-dip-two-nip method was used for padding of fabric and later on
cured for 5-10 min at 130°C. The MPCM coated fabrics showed latent heat in the range from 0.91-

4.44 J/g measured by DSC analysis, which depends upon the amount of added MPCM to the
coating paste. The MPCM coated fabric was tested for durability and retained 40% of its latent
heat storage capacity after five launderings.
Then Shin with his research group [115] expanded their previously published research work. They
applied MPCM on 100% knitted polyester fabric having 197 g.m-2 via pad-dry-cure technique with
the help of binder (polyurethane) and studied their air permeability, thermal insulation, moisture
regain, mechanical, and moisture vapor permeability properties. It was concluded on the basis of
DSC results that the amount of latent heat storage capacity of coated fabric increases with increase
in the MPCM add-on percentage. The add-on of 5.3%, 11.1%, 18.1% and 22.9% resulted in the
latent heat of 0.914 J/g, 2.152 J/g, 4.102 J/g and 4.442 J/g respectively. The fabric containing
22.9% of MPCM showed decrease in moisture vapour permeability and air permeability by 20%
and 28% respectively. An increase of 228% was observed in the moisture regain of the treated
fabric with reference to control test fabric.
Khoddami and his research group [116] investigated the phase change effect and hydrophilic
character of PEG (polyethylene glycol) applied as PCM on PET and Polylactic Acid fabric using
pad-dry-cure technique. DMDHEU (Dimethylol-Dihydroxy-Ethylene-Urea) was added to PEG
for better binding of PEG to fabric and makes it durable for several laundering cycles. The PCMs
treated fabric was subjected to thermal analysis by using DSC, examining 5 mg of test sample with
heating gradient of 10°C/min at nitrogen atmosphere in the temperature range of -2080°C
resulting latent heat storage capacity of 43 J/g prior to laundering.
6. Characterization Techniques of Microencapsulated PCMs
Thermal behavior of traditional fabrics are usually measured by guarded hot plate standard steady
state method while textile containing PCMs cannot be successfully evaluated using standard state
method because long and continuous stress could lead to undesirable measurements [117].
7.1 Differential Scanning Calorimeter (DSC)
The materials that undergo thermal transitions can be evaluated by using Differential Scanning
Calorimetric analysis which determines the thermal effects of the materials upon heating and
cooling. This technique can successfully quantify and analyze the absorption and release energy
of a material in appropriate temperature range. The DSC testing instrument has the ability to heat

and cool a material in a controlled manner and records the phase transition temperature of the
material. Additionally the amount of heat energy absorbed to melt the material and amount of
energy released to crystallize the material upon cooling can be recorded by DSC instrument [118].
This technique provides information about the material’s temperature buffering range by
integrating the melting and crystallization peaks, the amount of absorbed, stored and released latent
energy capacity in Joules [118].
7.2 Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy (FTIR)
The chemistry of PCMs and the types of chemical bonds can be analyzed and identified by FTIR.
FTIR spectrophotometer records and produces an infrared absorption spectrum which represents
the molecular absorption and transmission, and producing a material molecular fingerprint. This
tool can be used for identification of newly discovered materials, for determination of the quality
or consistency of a material, and to determine the mixtures components [119].
7.3 Thermal Gravimetric Analysis (TGA)
This is an easy analytical method which calculates gain or loss in material’s weight with change
in temperature. The results of the tested sample are presented as a graph of the thermal Gravimetric
Analysis (TGA) signal (gain or loss in weight is shown in term of percent weight loss) on the
vertical Y-coordinate graphed against the material’s temperature in (ºC) on the X-coordinate [120].
7.4 Infrared Thermography
Infrared thermography consists of thermography cameras that have the ability to detect radiations
in the infrared (IR) range of electromagnetic spectrum, and in the result produces images of the
detected radiation, which is termed as thermograms. Since IR radiation is emitted by almost all
objects near at ambient temperature, thermography possesses the ability to “see” someone's
location in visible or non-visible environment. As the temperature increases the amount of
radiation emitted by an object also increases; therefore (IR) thermography exhibits the property to
see or observe variations in temperature [121].
7. Modelling and Simulation
8.1 Woven Fabric Geometric Model
Thermal, physical and chemical properties of textiles depend upon the structural and material
properties. In the prediction of woven fabric properties the realistic geometric model plays a key
role.

Peirce in 1937 [122] attempted for the first time to present the geometric model of woven fabric
and explained it by considering yarn as incompressible and absolute flexible while yarn cross
section as circular. The Peirce woven fabric geometric model is explained with the help of Figure
11 in which tangent line and arcs at cross over give the yarn path. This model exhibits some
limitations that the yarn especially in woven fabrics is usually not circular in cross section and is
flattened due to the certain forces or pressure acted upon it during high speed weaving process.
Later on Peirce presented his modified woven fabric geometric model by replacing circular cross
section of yarn with elliptical.

Figure 11. Peirce woven fabric geometric model[123]
dwp: warp yarn diameter; dwf: weft yarn diameter; Θwp and Θwf are the maximum angles (in radians)
of the warp axis and weft axis respectively to the plane of the cloth; hwp: crimp height of warp; hwf:
crimp height of weft; lwp and lwf indicate the length of the warp axis and weft axis between the
planes containing the consecutive cross threads respectively.
Kemp [124] modified Peirce model by replacing elliptical cross section yarn with racetrack cross
sectional shape. This model is composed of a rectangle having two semicircles at each side as
shown in Figure 12. The drawback of this model is that yarn in woven fabric is flattened due to
stress involved in fabric manufacturing and therefore Kemp racetrack model is not a true depiction
of actual yarn simulation within the fabric. Then Shannan and Hearle [122] in 1978 proposed a
geometric model of a woven fabric containing yarn with lenticular cross section. Due to the
flattened cross section, this model gave more realistic yarn geometry.

Figure 12. Kemp's woven geometric model in 3D representation [124]
Newton and Lin [125] presented a method for defining path of yarn in 3D (three dimensional)
plain woven fabrics with the help of cubic B-spline curves and assumed the circular cross section
of yarn. Hofstee et al [126] developed a 3D woven geometric model and showed the yarn cross
section as bundles of fibres. They assumed that packing fraction and the relative location of fibre
remains constant throughout the cross section of yarn.
A more realistic model was developed by Gong et al [127] using synchrotron technique, based on
a new algorithms. They used ImagePro and traced the yarn image by analyzing it and converted
the line into coordinates with the help of Matlab. Their research concluded that in case of cotton
yarn the elliptical shape fitting was more suitable and the yarn cross sectional shape showed
significant variation along the yarn path.
Keeping in view the above mentioned models, fabric geometry and the measurement of its
parameters is a complicated and difficult task. The actual yarn cross section of a woven or knitted
geometry is difficult to model and analyze accurately because it is influenced by many parameters
such as twist per inch (TPI) in yarn, different induced forces during spinning and weaving process
and sometimes human error for measuring the parameters.
8.2 Finite Element Method
Finite element method is a numerical method of solving engineering problems using
mathematical physics and the problems may related to the areas of heat transfer, structural
engineering, mass transport, fluid flow, and electromagnetic potentials. Engineering problems
involving material properties and loadings and complicated geometries, are not possible to be

solved using analytical mathematical expressions based upon ordinary and differential equations.
Hence finite element method, a numerical method is reliable for engineers. Instead of using
differential equation, this method is based upon the system of algebraic equations for solving
different complicated problems. The object of model is divided into finite number of equivalent
elements to find the approximate values of unknown and the elements are interconnected with
each other by nodes and this whole process is called discretization [128].
8.2.1 General steps of finite element method
This method involves the structures modeling exhibiting finite elements which are interconnected
via surfaces and nodes or boundary lines, and a temperature function or displacement function is
linked with each element in case of heat transfer analysis or stress analysis respectively. The
general steps of this method are discussed as follows [128].
Step I: This step involves model discretizing and selecting the type and size of appropriate element.
Smaller elements yield accurate and useful results but should be compromise with the
computational cost. It is really important to select the most appropriate element type for each
particular problem. The model geometry in some cases restricts the element type selection and
suggestion is produced by using computational software. Usually hexahedral and tetrahedral
element types are used to execute three dimensional 3D problems. In textiles mostly tetrahedral
type of element as shown in Figure 13 is used due to the fact that this elemental shape suits best
to elliptical and lenticular yarns and capsules which have spherical geometry.

Figure 13. Tetrahedral elemental shape
Step II: In this step temperature or displacement function within the element is selected which is
defined with the help of nodal values of element. Quadratic and Linear are commonly used
functions in formulation of finite element.

Step III: This step is the derivation of heat transfer equations for the finite element analysis of
problems related to heat transfer. In accordance with Fourier’s law, the heat transfer is based on
conduction, using equations of energy conservation:
𝐸𝐸𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 + 𝐸𝐸𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔 = ∆𝑈𝑈 + 𝐸𝐸𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜

where

𝑞𝑞𝑥𝑥 𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴 + 𝑄𝑄𝑄𝑄𝑄𝑄𝑄𝑄𝑄𝑄𝑄𝑄 = ∆𝑈𝑈 + 𝑞𝑞𝑥𝑥+𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴

(1)
(2)

Ein is the energy in joules or kW which is entering into the body,
ΔU is the change in stored energy in kWh,
qx is the surface heat flux at the edge x conducted into the body in kW/m2,
qx+dx is a surface heat flux at the edge x + dx out of the body,
t is time in h,
Q is the internal heat source in kW/m3,
A is the cross sectional area in m2.
Fourier’s law of heat conduction is:
𝑞𝑞𝑥𝑥 = −𝐾𝐾𝑥𝑥

𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑
𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑

(3)

where kx is the thermal conductivity in x direction in kW/m.°C,
T is the temperature in °C, and dT/dx is the differentiation called temperature gradient in °C/m.
In equation (3) minus sign shows that the heat flow is positive in the direction opposite to the
direction of increase in temperature. Therefore equation (3) can be written in gradient form as:
𝑞𝑞𝑥𝑥+𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 = −𝐾𝐾𝑥𝑥

𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑
�
𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 𝑥𝑥+𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑

According to Taylor’s expansion, any general function f(x) can be expressed as:

(4)
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+⋯
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𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 2 2

(5)

Equation (4) can be rewritten by including first two terms of Taylor’s series:
𝑞𝑞𝑥𝑥+𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 = − �𝐾𝐾𝑥𝑥

𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 𝑑𝑑
𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑
+
�𝐾𝐾𝑥𝑥 � 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑�
𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑
𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑

(6)

The change in the stored energy can be stated by:

ΔU = specific heat x density x temperature change
= 𝑐𝑐(𝜌𝜌𝜌𝜌𝜌𝜌𝜌𝜌)𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑

(7)

where ρ is the density in Kg/m3 while c is the specific heat in kWh/kg°C. Substituting equations
(3), (6) and (7) into equation (2), the heat conduction can be expressed after simplification as:
𝜕𝜕
𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕
𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕
�𝐾𝐾𝑥𝑥 � + 𝑄𝑄 = 𝜌𝜌𝜌𝜌
𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕
𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕
𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕

(8)

For steady state problem the differentiation with respect to time is zero, so Eq. (8) becomes:
𝑑𝑑
𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑
�𝐾𝐾𝑥𝑥 � + 𝑄𝑄 = 0
𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑
𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑

(1)

Step IV: This step is derivation of stiffness matrix and related equations. Different methods can be
applied to derive the stiffness matrix which is based on the type of analysis used. Galerkin’s
method is usually used in heat transfer analysis for the derivation of equations and for the
behaviour of elements. These equations are expressed in the matrix form as mentioned in Eq. (10).
𝑓𝑓1
𝐾𝐾11
⎧𝑓𝑓 ⎫ ⎡ 𝐾𝐾
⎪ 2 ⎪ ⎢ 21
𝐾𝐾
𝑓𝑓3
= ⎢ 31
⎨ . ⎬ ⎢.
⎪ . ⎪ ⎢.
⎩𝑓𝑓𝑛𝑛 ⎭ ⎣𝐾𝐾𝑛𝑛1

𝐾𝐾12 𝐾𝐾13 …
𝐾𝐾22 𝐾𝐾23 …
𝐾𝐾32 𝐾𝐾33 …
𝐾𝐾𝑛𝑛2 𝐾𝐾𝑛𝑛3 …

𝑡𝑡1
𝐾𝐾1𝑛𝑛
⎤
⎧
𝑡𝑡 ⎫
𝐾𝐾2𝑛𝑛
⎥ ⎪ 𝑡𝑡2 ⎪
𝐾𝐾3𝑛𝑛 ⎥ 3
. ⎥⎨ . ⎬
. ⎥⎪ . ⎪
𝐾𝐾𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛 ⎦ ⎩𝑡𝑡𝑛𝑛 ⎭

(2)

Equation (10) in compact form can be expressed as:
{𝑓𝑓} = [𝐾𝐾]{𝑡𝑡}

(3)

where, f is a heat flux, K is the stiffness matrix and t is the unknown nodal values and specially
element temperature in case of heat transfer.
Step V: This is an assembly step which involves the connection of all elemental equations to get
the global nodal equations. Furthermore the boundary conditions are applied to simulate the actual
results. The final assembled global equation can be written in the form as shown in equation (12):
{𝐹𝐹} = [𝐾𝐾]{𝑡𝑡}

(12)

where F is the total heat flux, K is the global stiffness matrix and t is the total unknown nodal
values.
Step VI: This step contains the solution of unknown equations to get the unknown nodal values
and finally the interpretation of the results. For the prediction of material behaviour and
characteristics under certain environment, the computational software can be used with detailed
analysis.
8.3 Simulation of Textiles Containing PCM
PCMs are incorporated in textiles to get thermal comfort properties. PCMs have the ability of
phase transition from solid to liquid or vice versa within a specific temperature range. PCMs absorb
energy during the heating process as phase transition occurs and the same amount of absorbed
energy is transferred to the environment or wearer during process of reverse cooling [129]. Many
researchers have investigated heat transfer analysis on textiles containing PCMs. Lamb et al [130]
studied heat loss through fabrics with and without phase change additives by ventilation. This was
also claimed that PCMs incorporation at the proper location of layered garment can significantly
improve thermal insulation properties of fabrics. In 1995 Pause [131] determined the development
of heat and cold insulating membrane structures having PCMs and claimed that thermal insulation
of the material is substantially improved. An analytical model was established by Nuckols [132]
for sea diver dry suit with ComforTemp® foams containing MicroPCMs (Microencapsulated Phase
Change Materials) and studied the fabric thermal performance. His research also concluded that
microencapsulated octadecane provides better thermal protection than microencapsulated
hexadecane due to the fact of lower melting temperature of hexadecane. Shim et al [133] quantified
the PCM effect in clothing to study the thermal performance of fabric. They also claimed that
cooling and heating effect could last for 15 minutes, which depends upon the number of PCM

garment layers and garments combination. Junghye et al [134] developed microcapsules treated
thermostatic fabrics containing n-octadecane as PCM and compared the heat storage/release
properties with untreated fabric.
In 2004 Ghali et al [135] numerically and experimentally studied the effect of PCM on clothing
material during periodic ventilation. Further they claimed that heating effect could last for 12.5
minutes approximately in MicroPCMs treated fabric, depending upon the amount of attached
MPCMs and external temperature conditions. Zhu and Li [136] presented a mathematical model
of coupled moisture transfer and heat with PCMs and simulated the PCM thermal buffering effect
in fabrics. The moisture concentration and temperature distribution in porous textiles with and
without PCM were numerically computed by them and validated their model with experimental
results. Heat and moisture transfer in hygroscopic textiles containing microencapsulated PCMs
was investigated using a mathematical model developed by Fengzhi et al[137]. They also
investigated the effect of fibre hygroscopicity on heat and moisture transfer properties of textile
with MicroPCMs. They claimed on the basis of modelling results that fibre hygroscopicity not
only has influence on water content in fibres and the distribution of water vapour concentration in
the fabrics but also on the effect of MicroPCMs in delaying variation in fabric temperature during
transient environment periods.
Fengzhi [138] in 2009, developed numerical simulation work for investigating the effect of
MPCMs distribution on moisture and heat transfer in porous textile materials and concluded that
when PCMs are located in the outer layer of fabrics the total heat loss from body is the lowest.
Finite difference volume method was used by Ying et al [139] to numerically simulate the heat
and moisture transfer properties on multilayer textile assemblies incorporated with PCM.
Bendkowska et al [140] investigated the thermo-regulating property of nonwoven incorporated
with MicroPCMs and determined the latent heat per unit area of the nonwoven fabrics.
Furthermore they reported that MPCMs distribution in fibrous substrate and position of PCMs
layer in garments exhibit significant effect on garments thermo-regulating behaviour. Alay et al
[141] reported the study of thermal resistance and thermal conductivity of MPCMs containing
fabrics MPCMs under steady state conditions. Yoo et al [142] studied the effects of the position
and number of fabric layers coated with nanosilver nanodecane PCM in the influence of thermoregulation of a garment having four layers. Human-Clothing-Environment simulator was used for

the evaluation of changes in temperature in the air layers of microclimate within clothing. Their
research concluded that outer layer in garment assembly containing PCM provides good thermoregulating properties.
In 2013, a mathematical model was developed by Hu et al [143] based on finite difference
technique to investigate the heat flow in fire fighters protective clothing embedded with PCM. The
temperature variation was simulated, comparing thickness and position conditions of PCM in
protective clothing as well as melting PCM phase, and human irreversible burns using one
dimensional mathematical model. Siddiqui and Sun [144] studied thermal conductivity of woven
fabrics made of wool, cotton and Nomex® coated with MPCMs using finite element method. The
thermal conductivity of fabrics was evaluated in two steps by generating the two separate unit cell
models for the coated composite fabrics and coating portion only. The finite element heat transfer
analysis on textiles embedded PCM has been reported in literature using PCM as a coated
composite layer on fabric. More recently Iqbal et al. [145, 146] investigated the heat transfer
properties of extruded yarn as well as woven fabric constructed by Multifilament polypropylene
yarn incorporated with MPCMs developed through an extrusion process.
8. Applications of PCMs Applied in the Field of Textiles
PCMs exhibit their applications in the following domains [7, 147]:
 Space wears (space suits and gloves)
 Sports wears (gloves for ice climbing, active wear, under wear for cycling and running)
 Medical applications (surgical clothing such as gloves, caps, gowns, bedding clothes for
patients, wound bandages and some intelligent products that can maintain patient body
temperature in intensive care unit (ICU))
 Fire retardant textiles (gloves and suits for fire fighters)
 Bedding and other accessories (mattress covers, pillows, sleeping bags, and blankets)
 Building textile materials (architecture structure embedded in concrete)
 Automotive textile (automobile interiors, and seat covers)
 Shoes and other accessories (hiking boots, skiing boots, golf shoes, and driver boots etc.)
 Other applications (geotextiles and agrotextiles)

9. Summary
PCM containing textile materials are considered smart because they exhibit the ability to
temperature changes in environment by absorbing heat from environment during melting and
releasing latent heat during reverse cooling or crystallization process, and can provide a thermoregulating effect. PCM incorporated textiles exhibit exceptional thermal storage properties which
make it suitable for their applications in many areas such as: sportswear, building materials,
automotive textile, agrotextiles, aerospace textile, geotextile, and medical textile. This review
paper has investigated different types of PCMs, various methods of encapsulation, characterization
techniques, different techniques of application on fabric and incorporation into fibres, modelling
and simulation, and its main application domains in textile sector.
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